MONHEIMER FAMILY OF WITTELSHOFEN
Ancestral chart compiled by Rolf Hofmann (HarburgProject@aol.com)  Version 01
family names were only adopted around 1813

GERSON ?  (who left Monheim in 1741 when all Jewish families were expelled)

OSER GERSON MONHEIMER  cattle dealer in Wittelshofen  ca 1744 - 08 Nov 1825
(left behind a widow + 2 married children + 1 unmarried child)
morgan ca 1778  HANNELE MONHEIMER  (1761 - 20 Mar 1842)

SAMUEL OSER MONHEIMER
ca 1779 - 28 Aug 1858
married ca 1801
ZIERLE (or ZIPER) SAMUEL
ca 1781 - 11 Feb 1856

LOEW HIRSCH MONHEIMER
ca 1803 - 04 Apr 1846
married 23 Oct 1837
MADEL SCHLOSSHEIMER  from Wittelshofen
parents = Jakob Gumper + Kehle Schlossheimer

GERSON LOEB MONHEIMER
ca 1806 - 1 Dec 1841
father = Josef Loew Samuel Buttenwieser
married (2) 29 Apr 1842
FEIELE SCHLOSSHEIMER  from Wittelshofen
10 Jul 1810 - 22 Sep 1880
parents = Jakob Gumper + Kehle Schlossheimer

MORITZ MONHEIMER  unmarried  (died 5 Feb 1869)  parents = ?

LISETTE MONHEIMER  (09 Dec 1846 - 06 Apr 1930)  parents = ?
morgan 5 Mar 1874
LOEB ELKAN  (03 Apr 1835 - 02 Dec 1912)  parents = ?
couple lived + died in Wittelshofen - buried at graves 0023 + 0091 in Schopfloch